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saints born together to fight against their holy fables
the streets are where we pray
hymns for the lonely, wretched and forgotten
the feeling in our hearts wont ever fade away

we stand tall (united)
watch them fall (divided)
break the chains and now we'll show them all (fight)

fight for all you know
when your backs against the wall
stand against the liars
stronger than before
when your life becomes a war
set the world on fire

sing out united against the ones you left in hatred
our message of today
like children crying when all they knew was dying
and we will raise our flags up 
its time for them to pay

we stand tall (united)
watch them fall (divided)
break the chains and now we'll show them all (fight)

fight for all you know
when your backs against the wall
stand against the liars
stronger than before
when your life becomes a war
set the world on fire

woahh ohhh
so sing it loud you hold the key
we're the rebels and we're free
woahh ohhh
it's time to burn all that you see
now the world belongs to me

fight for all you know
when your backs against the wall
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stand against the liars
stronger than before
when your life becomes a war
set the world on fire

proud in all you are
showing every scar
as your badge of honor
when you can't take anymore
of what they're living for
set the world on fire
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